TOOLBOX

SANG AN

Starting over—or just refining
what you’ve got? These inspiring ideas and terrific products
will improve any room in the house

PRODUCED BY SAMANTHA EMMERLING

LUNAR LANDING
Geometry meets texture in Ann Sacks’s Modern line of
stoneware tiles. For each 8″ sq. tile in the Ribbed
Moon pattern, shown, an arc separates grooved and
smooth surfaces, allowing for any number of wall
patterns; coordinating tiles come in rectangular and
triangular shapes featuring diagonals and crisscrosses. The range of colors includes, at left from top
to bottom, Blue Oxygen, Currant, New Lagoon, and
Cotton Matte. Ribbed Moon costs $79 per square foot.
800-278-8453; annsacks.com
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WARMING UP
Architect Victor Vasilev
brought structural presence
to his Flaps radiator system
for Antrax. A tall aluminum
plate conceals a water-fed
heating element while the
innovative design doubles as
a stylish rack for warming
towels and bathrobes. A
14″ w. x 6″ d. x 67.5″ h. version—shown in White, one
of more than 200 colors
offered—costs $1,890; a
larger size is also available.
888-476-3742; imaestri.com

CRYSTAL CLEAR
After failing in her search for an attractive
water-filtering system, designer Felicia
Ferrone created the Talise fluted glass carafe,
which works with store-bought filters.
The vessel measures 6″ dia. x 10.5″ h. and costs
$160; a smooth glass option is available.
fferronedesign.com

STAR QUALITY
For its Influencer collection of Silestone quartz surfaces, Cosentino
collaborated with a roster of
designers. From left, Nymbus by
Atlanta-based Mark Williams
combines streaks of white with dusty
gray; Olivia by Kim Lewis of Los Angeles is
an earthy green; and Lusso by New York–
based Courtney Cachet updates classic
marble with metallic flecks. Each material
costs between $69 and $85 per square foot.
866-268-6837; silestoneusa.com
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
New York’s Apparatus design studio brings
handcrafted appeal to sleek, contemporary shapes
with its Cylinder lighting collection. A wall
sconce, shown in the Blackened Brass finish,
measures 5″ w. x 6″ d. x 9″ h. and costs $1,050.
646-527-9732; apparatusstudio.com
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BOTTLE SERVICE
Perlick’s Signature Series Sottile undercounter
wine reserve is far less deep than the
standard wine refrigerator, yet it stores up to
20 bottles on four adjustable shelves. Shown with
a stainless steel–and-glass door, it measures
24″ w. x 18″ d. x 32″ h. and costs $2,849.
800-558-5592; perlick.com

A SOLID GRASP
Nest Studio’s collection of
door and drawer handles
pays homage to the modernmeets-Baroque aesthetic
of pioneering early-20th-
century decorator Dorothy
Draper. The line ranges
from a 13″ l. x 3″ w. handle
suitable for built-in-
appliance cabinetry, far left,
to elegant 3″ l. x 1.75″ w.
hinged drop drawer pulls,
bottom right. Made of
brass, the pulls come in
three finishes and cost
between $65 and $120 each.
973-315-1737;
nest-studio-home.com

NECK DEEP
Sort your cold-weather wraps with
Umbra’s Pendant scarf organizer,
designed to hang from a closet rod
or wall hook. Available in square,
shown, and triangular shapes, it
measures 18″ h. x 18″ w. and holds up
to 14 scarves. Its smooth brassfinished surface won’t snag delicate
fabrics, and it retails for $15.
888-266-8246; containerstore.com
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CUTTING CORNERS
Created to fit at the edge of a
kitchen island, the SocialCorner
sink by Atlanta-based designer
Matthew Quinn for Home Refinements allows two people to work
at the same time—while maximizing countertop space. Made of
brushed stainless steel, it comes
in three sizes and right- and leftcorner versions. The 25.5″ sq. x
12″ d. sink, shown, costs $2,750.
866-901-5624; homerefinements.ca

